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• Flexible color assignment
Visualize test coverage and component
pin properties using the QuadView color
assignment palette, to simplify analysis
and fault class recognition.
• Functional test editor
Declare functional test coverage on both
component and pin level. Simplify functional test diagnosis with the “Sherlock”
algorithm.
• Short-circuit search assistant
Reduce the time to locate short-circuits by
intelligently highlighting areas where solder bridges are most likely.
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INTERACTIVE FAULT LOCATOR

COVERAGE VISUALIZATION

The familiar appearance and format of any displayed documents are fully preserved allowing effortless navigation between documents, much like a web browser navigates
through web pages. The HTML based Web navigation allows
users to create assembly or test instructions, including text,
photo, video and voice recordings, fully interactive with schematic and layout views.
In addition, QuadView is fully customizable to be configured
as a simple “component locator” or it can be part of a comprehensive failure tracking system using bar code readers,
networks and databases, so that failure data for an entire factory can be aggregated, analyzed and acted upon in real time.

QuadView interacts with TestWay DfT Analyzer to provide
visualization of test coverage and pin level fault diagnosis in
both schematic and board layout views.
The flexible color assignment palette allows users to customize component, pin and net viewing attributes in order to simplify DfT and test coverage analysis, and fault class recognition.

FUNCTIONAL TEST DECLARATION
QuadView also includes the capability to declare predicted
pin and component functional test coverage based on the
PPVS coverage model by selecting component clusters within
the schematic view.

SHORT CIRCUIT SEARCH ASSISTANT
This unique feature reduces the time to locate short-circuits
by intelligently highlighting areas within the layout view
where solder bridges are most likely to occur.

By selecting the “Edit coverage”
utility within QuadView, the
user can zoom-in on a specific
area within the schematic view
and select a group of components that can be tested as a
functional cluster. The test cluster is saved along with the respective PPVS test coverage as a
user-definable test step within the coverage editor. This information can then be taken into account during any TestWay
test coverage analysis.
Functional Test Coverage
by Declaration

The functional test feature also includes the “Sherlock” algorithm that simplifies functional test diagnosis by predicting
the most probable location of a faulty component, based on
the analysis of previously obtained test results that identify
already tested paths.
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